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 San Francisco 49ers vs Seattle is there Season Over
Things do not look good for the 49ers

Stockton, 10.12.2014, 21:23 Time

USPA NEWS - Even though that lost to the Raiders hurt, the 49ers shouldn´t call it a season just yet. Oakland showed the 49ers that
records and past performances mean nothing, and going to Century Link Field and getting a win is not impossible.  

The 49ers have hit rock bottom after back-to-back embarrassing losses to Seattle and Oakland, and need to start digging themselves
out, which has to start this week. In order for the 49ers to get back on track and reestablish themselves as a legitimate NFC threat as
they have been the past two seasons. While it seems highly unlikely, they would first have to beat Seattle in Seattle a place where the
Seahawks are more or less invincible. Even though that lost to the Raiders hurt, the 49ers shouldn´t call it a season just yet. Oakland
showed the 49ers that records and past performances mean nothing, and going to Century Link Field and getting a win is not
impossible. 

If San Francisco can beat Seattle this week, they are still alive in the playoff hunt. While most have written them off the 49ers (7-6)
must-win the rest of the way to even have a slim chance of making the playoffs.

Things do not look good for San Francisco. As miserable as the team has looked the past two weeks, a win could turn things around.
After a convincing loss at the hands of the Oakland Raiders, how are the 49ers going to rebound and beat the defending Champs is a
mystery. Not only will they take their offensive woes to play against the top ranked defense in the league, Seattle has covered the
spread in the last seven meetings against San Francisco. 

This game is of the up-most importance for both teams, so San Francisco is going to have to earn the upset that they desperately
need. The Seahawks are not in the clear either. They too have their remaining 3 games within the division and will have to play their
absolute best to win out. If San Francisco can knock them off this week, than it would only take Seattle losing one of their remaining
games to the Cardinals or Rams for the 49ers to draw even with them. There is a good chance that the 49ers will be mathematically
eliminated from the playoffs, and it could not hurt anymore that the two teams that struck the final blows are the Raiders and
Seahawks.
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